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Abs~act：A new hierarchical optimal control production and setup scheduling model is discussed in an inflexible manufac— 

turing systemwithjurnpMarkovdisturbances consisting of a singlemachine． system can produceseveraltypes ofproducts， 

but each time it can produce only one type of product．A setup(with setup time or cost or both)is required if production is to 

be switched from one type ofproductto another．111c objective is to minimize the costs ofsetup．production and inventory．1_he 

decision variables are a sequence ofsetups and the production plan ．Based on the idea ofhierarchical control po ficy，a new hier— 

archical framework and hedging point control poficy construct the hierarchical optimal control po ficy．An algorithm on receding 

horizon is also addressed． 
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制造系统的递阶滚动优化调度模型 
宋春跃 高春华 王 慧 李 平 

(浙江大学工业控制技术研究所·杭州，310027) 

摘要：研究的对象是只有一台不可靠(failure-prone)机器的非完全柔性制造系统，该系统能生产多种产品，但在 

同一时刻只能生产一种产品，并且 当机器 由生产一种产品向生产另一种产品切换时 ，需要考虑 setup时间及其成 

本．待决策变量是 setup序列及产品生产率．本文基于非完全柔性制造系统的特点 ，引入递阶层控的思想 ，采用新的 

递阶结构框架和阈值控制策略，对问题进行分解，建立了考虑 setup时间及成本的递阶流率控制最优化调度模型， 

并给出了递阶的滚动优化算法．仿真结果表明，这种调度策略更易于工程实现． 

关键词：递阶优化控制；滚动时域；制造系统；调度；机器 setup 

1 Introduction 

In the production systems in process industry， the 

characteristics of products and process recipe are quite 

different from those in workshop or job-shop．In real— 

time，both continuous processes and discrete events are 

contained in the systems， 

stochastic perturbations can 

because uncertainties and 

be unavoidable．Such sys— 

tems own the characteristics ofhybrid dynamic systems． 

There are few literatures on scheduling and optimal mod — 

elling of these hybrid systems  due to their complexities ． 

A review of previous researches on manufacturing sys— 

terns tells us that Prof．Gershwin S．B．has made some 

remarkable contributions to the field．He discussed flow 

rate control model，hierarchical flow control，hedging 

point(HP)control，etc．[1]gave a hierarchical flow 

control framework of manufacturing systems based on 

the prod uction process．Th e levels of the hierarchy cor— 

respond to the classes of events that occur with distinct 

frequencies．[2]discussed the selection of setup times 

via a hierarchical control policy ofinflexible manufactur— 

ing systems ，which involve setup．But in those litera— 

tures．the optimal solution is treated over infil1ite hori— 

zon，which is not feasible and computational in the engi— 

neering for dimension problems． 

In this paper，discussions ale extended from discrete 

manufacturing systems  to production systems  in process 

industry．Owing to the nature of such production sys— 

terns，the setup is a vital factor and C011 not be igmored． 
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A production planning mod el involving setup times is 

considered at length．From the viewpoint ofpractical ap— 

plications ， a two—level hierarchical framework is pro— 

posed．At the first level，setup times as typical events 

are detemfined in view of optimal inventory．At the SeE— 

ond level，setup times and production rate are justified 

on real ·tim e according to the frequency of machine fail—- 

ure．Part loading is considered at the lowest level by 

new hedging po int control po licy．From the viewpoint of 

asymptotic optimality，the production an d setup schedul— 

ing mod el is discussed in an inflexible manufacturing 

system ，based on the hierarchical flow control an d hedg— 

ing po int po licy．The hierarchy and hed ging po int are re— 

defined in this paper according to[1]，which decreases 

the dimensions an d is computational and feasible in engi— 

neering． 

In the paper，Section 2 presents the production system 

dynamic model and the objective lhnction．In Section 3， 

the f~ nework of the hierarchical control po licy is de— 

scribed．The first level，where setup is treated as a typi— 

cal event，is discussed in Section4．Th en in Section 5＆ 

6，the second level and the lowest level is described re— 

spectively．Th e basic advantage of the method  illusrated 

by an example in Section 7．Finally，Section 8 con— 

cludes the pape r． 

2 Description of the problem 

A production system is considered ，which consists of 

a set ofunreliable equipment and can produce凡different 

types of products P ，i= 1，⋯ ， ．Each time only one 

type of product can be produced by the system．More— 

over，the system is not completely flexible．A setup is 

required if production is to be switched from one type of 

product to another．Tiffs kind of system can be described 

as follows． 

2．1 Setup tim e and cost 

Suppose，for i， = 1，⋯ ，凡an d i≠ ， ≥ 0，which 

denotes the setup duration for switching from production 

o{Pi to P】，and K0．≥ 0，which denotes the setup costs 

of switching from production of Pi to Pj．Th e setup du— 

ration 00．and the setup costs K0．are constants．Moreover， 

for any i， ，后 = 1，⋯ ，凡，i ≠ and ≠ 后，max 

{ ，Kq}>0， + 一 ≥0 and + e-p o — 

Kik > 0．If i= ，then = = 0．Here 0< P< 1 

denotes the discount rate． 

2．2 l~ lanlic model of the system 

For t≥0，let (t)∈ =(一∞，∞)，u (t)∈ 

R =[0，∞)，and (t)∈R = [0，∞)denote the 

surplus，prod uction rate， and the rate of demand for 

product Pi，i = 1，⋯ ，凡，respectively． ，u and ：are 

used to denote vectors[ 一 。]T∈ ，[u 一， 

“，。]T∈ 、R{”‘，and[ l，⋯，：，。]T∈ R ，respectively， 

where AT denotes the transpose of a vector(or a matrix) 

A．Th e ordinary differential equation can be satisfied as 

follows 

(t)=u(t)一：(t)， (0) 

Fo r t≥ 0，the production constraints are given 

lows： 

f0≤ u (t)≤ ，i=1，2，⋯，17,， 

【 (t)=0， ≠ i， 

ri denotes the maximum production rate of P 

(2．1) 

as fol一 

(2．2) 

． u respectively denote state variable and control 

variable in 2．1．Considering that the machine is subject 

to random failures and repairs．n1e machine states can be 

classified into i)operational，denoted by state 1；ii)un— 

der repair，denoted  by state 0．When the equipment is 

operational，any type of the products can be produced ； 

when it is under repair，nothing is produced．So the hy— 

brid model of the systems is described in the following： 

( )：F( ( )， ， ，u)={二 ：t() --)Z
， ￡ ：； ， 

(2．3) 

(0)： ∈R“， (0)= E-E(index set)． 

Where F=[ ，f2，⋯， 。 because of single set of 

equipment，we have厂l=厂2=⋯ = =f． 

In Eq．(2．3)， = { (t)：t≥ 0}is a finite state 

controlled Markov process with state—space E= {0，l ． 

According to our notation，if there is a jump from state 

卢to state or，then the derivatives F(卢， ，u)jumps to 

F(a，z，u)． 

Definition 1 ( 口 )denotes the generator matrix， 

and c ，：=[：： ： ]，V a， ∈E，a≠卢，with 
p ≥0 and∑ 口 ：0，V卢∈E．a，卢are exogenous 

Markov process with param eter ．Here 10／A0I denotes 

the rate of transition from the operational／breakdm~la to 

the breakdown／ope rational state． Moreover， ll 

一 10 ， O0 = 一 0I． 
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For each口∈ E，let F(·，·)： x ”x E一 

be a bounded continuously differentiable function with 

bounded partial derivatives in ．Let v(f1)， ∈ E，(a 

close subset of “)denote the control constraints． 

Any rneasurable function (t)defined on[O，T]with 

value in u(f1)，flor each ∈E，is called an admissible 

control，and U = { (t)：t≥0}denotes admissible 

policy．The admissible control function (t)is sup— 

po sed to be  piecewise co ntinuous in t and continuously 

differentiable wim bo unded partial derivatives in ． 

2．3 Cost function 

Over the infmite horizon，the cost function J call be 

defined as 

J(i， ，s，三， (·))= 

I S 

J e- G( (f)，O)dt+ 
J 0 

E(， e一尸tG( (t)， ( ))d + ∑。一 1， l：0 “ ／ 

(2．4) 

where s denotes the remaining setup time，0≤ s≤ 00．． 

Moreover，the setup cost is assumed to be charged at the 

be ginning of the setup．The decision variables are the 

rates of production (·)over time and a sequence of 

setups denoted by g = {(r0，i0i1)，(r1，ili2)，⋯}， 

where a setup(r， )is defmed by the time r when it 

be gins and a pair denoting that the equipment was al— 

ready set up to produce Pi and is be ing switched to be  

able to produce Pi． 

Let G( (t)， (t))denote the running cost function 

of surplus and production，and it is locally Lipschitz and 

has at the most polynomial growth．Usually G( (t)， 

(f))：∑c (f)+c (f)．Suppose a holding 
i= 1 

cost of c per unit commodity per unit time is incurred 

by po sitive surplus，while a cost of c is incurred by 

negative surplus，with c > 0，c > 0．And ： = 

max(x ，0)， ：= max(一xi，0)．The problem is to 

find an admissible decision(三， (·))that minimizes 

_，(i， ，s，互， (·))． 

3 Framework of the hierarchical control 

policy 

In this section，the framework of the hierarchical con— 

trol po licy is described， according to the properties of 

the system ． 

In unreliable manufacturing systems， events call be  

categorized into the events that may or may not be  under 

the co ntrol of the decision—maker．Fo r the purpose of 

this paper，an event is considered to be  controllable if its 

time of occurrence may be chosen，whether or not there 

are constraints on that choice ．An  event is uncontrollable 

otherwise．Setup and production rate are controllable， 

for example．while failures are not．Th e structure of the 

hierarchy is based on events tending to occur on a dis— 

crete specm．un．Classes of events have frequency that 

cluster near discrete po ints on the spectrum ．Th e control 

hierarchy is tied to the spectrum ．Each level后in the hi— 

erarchy correspo nds to a discrete po int on the spectrum ． 

So the events in the manufacturing system are classified 

into classes based on the frequency of their occurrence． 

It is assumed that the events in different classes occur 

wim very different frequencies．Ea ch level of the hierar— 

chy respo nds to events in a single frequency class， 

schedules the co ntrollable events of that class and sets 

target rates for lower levels．Th e least freq uent events 

are treated at the highest level whereas more frequent 

events are assigned to lower levels of the hierarchy．A 

special case of the system with a three—level hierarchy is 

co nsidered．Le vel 1 is the highest level where all dis— 

crete events are represented by their average rates．By 

the nature of the production system，the setup which is a 

controllable event is treated as a typical event in the level 

based on the optimal inventory ．Le vel 2 correspo nds to 

failures and repairs which are more frequent than setup 

changes ．Part loading is the most freq uent kind of event 

and is treated at the lowest leve1． 

Ea ch scheduling algorithm is carried out only to one 

type of product by using reced ing horizon scheme based 

on the optimal inven tory ．Th e po licy is reced ing carried 

out on line not off line．Th e original inventory of the hi— 

erarchy is renewed by real-time detected inventory ．As 

in many literatures receding horizon scheme is adopted ， 

by which the adverse effects in the control policy caused 

by random events，ran dom demands，model inaccuracy 

and the mi smatch be tween model an d the real system can 

be minimized． 

Th e setup times and the duration of producing T ale 

chosen to agree with the production rate，so the produc— 

tion rate affects them badly． Th e receding horizon 
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scheme here is of importance．Now the framework of the 

hierarchical receding control policy can be given．1he 

setup times and the expected optimal production rate are 

decided  by Level 1． e real time production rate is kept 

close to the expected rate by Le vel 2 in view of the dy一． 

namic properties of the system by using receding horizon 

scheme．Part loading is carried  out in the lowest level on 

real—time．1he framework of the hierarchical control po l— 

icy is described as Fig．1． 

initial condition： 

(O)， Ⅳ， ，cj ，c7，，，J 1，2， ，”，f 

：(r)l 

审 ⋯ 
l Level 3 Part loading f 

Fig．I Framework of the hierarchical control policy 

4 Level 1-- Optimization of stable state 

The failure—prone of the machine is not considered， 

and the production process of the system is treated as a 

continuous process in this section．For the nature of the 

system，only one type  ofproduct can be prod uced by the 

system at any given time，and the objective function of 
stable state can be written in the following[ J： 

(i， ，u(·))= 

r0 I e一 G( (t)
，0)dt+ 

√O 

r 7’ 

(j e一 G( (￡)，u(￡))d￡Ix(0)= ， (0)=~)+e-Pro ， 
(4．1) 

which denotes the cost function of running and setup cost 

in horizon[0，Tj not considering the dynamic property 

of the system，where T denotes the time when the first 

setup is finished and the system is already set up to pro— 

duce the second type of product．And l-0 denotes the ini— 

tial time of setup，without losing generality，z-0=0．In 

Eq．(4．1)，the problem is to find the following deci— 

sion variables：i)which type of product is to be pro— 

duced according to the current producing product Pi；ii) 

the duration T of producing the type of product ；iii) 

the production rate (t)of ，which makes the objec— 

tive function JS( ， ， )minimum．T= T +臼 ，， 

where T denotes the duration over which the inventory 

of P reaches its optimal inventory at the optimal prod uc。 

tion rate u (t)．As to the manufacturing system with 

jump Markov disturbances，only one type of product Call 

be produced and optimal prod uction control is hed ging 

point po licy．An d the optimal inventory of this sys。 

tem is given by[4]．But new hedging point policy is 

given by the following paragraph． 

： 一 {0，1。g【 (·+ 
— —  

：三 
lo：(t)一(|0+ ol+ (t) 一)(r一：(t)) 

r ± ] 

=  

2oo I． I ol —P I L 
：(￡) ：(￡) j 

fmin-，(u(c))= m、⋯in—f re一 G( (e)，u(e))de， 

From G( (t)，u(t))= 

following can be gotten： 

+ c J，the 

J(u(t))=I e- G( (t)，u(t))dt= 

r 7' r 7' j e一 ( (￡)，O)d￡+j 
c 

e-a'g(
0 0 

(￡)，u (￡))d￡， 
J √ 

where 

-G( (￡)，0)= ∑ [c +c ]， 
i=1 l≠i 

g( (t)，uf(t))=c +c?x7． 

∑ 
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( (t)，0)can be rewritten as ( (t)，0)=c l 一 

：(t)t l responding to the constant demand (t)and the 

deftnition of and 一i，where c is a constan t parameter 

determined by c and c ． 

Then the tendency of the function L(t) = 

e一 G( (t)，0)is illustrated by the solid lines in Fig． 
r 

2(r／,=2)．Let Jl=I e—Pl_G( (￡)，0)dt then Jl can 

be rewritten as Jl：A—e-P (B +A)，where A，B 

ale piecewise constan~ according to the initial condi— 

tions．And the dash fines in Fig．2 illustrate the tenden一 

广丁 

cy offunction J1．I e G( (￡)，0)dt only is a function J n 

of T an d monotonously increases to T．As a result． 

r 

when T decreases，I e—Pl ( (￡)，0)dt decreases too． 
J 0 

An other shortest time objective function J1=一e一 (B 

+A)can be incurred，which converts the optimal prob— 

lem ofEq．(4．3)into the problem of finding the opti— 

mal solution of the following objective function： 

(u(￡))=Jl+I e-tXg( f(￡)，lZi(￡))d = J 
0 

一 e- (BT+A)+I e- g( ( )，“ ( ))dt， J 
0 

(4．4) 

and T can be obtained by the following： 

(￡)=u (￡) (￡) j。 (￡)d 

一  

T

zi(t)dt ㈩ J。u 一 (￡)d￡j 

xi 一xi(0)=l ui (￡)dt—ziT． 
d 0 

Let ui (t)= (t)，then 

一 f(0)= 

I (￡)dt—ziT=Ui (T)一Ui (0)一zi J 0 

T = 
Ui (T)一 (0)一xi + (0) 

f 

(4．5) 

Fig 2 Tendenc5，of L(t)=e- (f)．0)and
． 
e (f)，O)dt 

4一

．  

c

) 

。鲫  g 

the — 
2(t)：j． 诹 s—j． ⋯箪 1Eq 4 4 can be solved to optimal produc 0 0 dt ． 

． (．) get the 一 J 一 J ” ‘ ‘ 

tion rate ui (t)by static programming method．A series (5．1) 

of ui (t)can be gotten，for i=1，2，⋯，n，by iterative 5．1 Resolve lf2i(t， ) 

algorithm．The setup times／j and hedging point Tcan be Based on the setup times set by Level 1，the opti— 

In'st go~en by comparing the values of objective func— mal feedback variable u2f(t，a)Can be found to make the 

tion，for more detail in[3]．And the result as a set following objective function minimal： 

value to Level 2 will be adjusted for more accuracy at (i， ， (·))= 

Le vel 2． t'0 

5 Level卜 I、僵ac e f￡lilure ilw0lved J o e一 G( (￡)，O)d￡+ 

0n 2
⋯

k
一

：k en。譬 t n surplu
—

s

an d production rate of 
E[( e G( )’u( d l (0)： 0)： )+。一Pro ]，

P uct P at level k respec IDd the 一 。 。 

tively． the initial conditions are x2(0) ： ，a (0) ： a． 

Based on the dynanfic property，i．e．failure-prone， Kimemai and Gershwin[5]derived a Bellman ’s equation 

of the system，keep u close to u at the leve1．Th e pro— for this pn)blem 

uc 一 叫一  d 2 es n0Wing 一 
min{G )+ aJS'(u2

一  

1
tlon 3 2))+ + ： ⋯ 。‘ ‘ z 、一l ‘ vJ、～l’一 。a ’ 

8 6  4  2 ● 8 6  4  2 O 

1  1  1  1  

0  O  O  O  
【厂‘(』一 
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∑ 胡JS [ 2 ，￡]}_0， (5．2) 

whereProj(u ，2)=El(u )= u ．Proj(u，k)is the 

projection of the vector u into the space of Uk．As to the 

production process without setup changes， since the 

function is given，Zq．(5．1)can reduced to solve 

mjn“ n； ∈叭 )． (5．3) 

For the system，the constrain set of u is a linear func— 

tion，which makes 5．3 a linear programming problem
． 

【4 J and【7j have obtained analytic solution for the ver- 

sions of this problem ． The optimal production rate 

u2 (t，a)Can also be gotten by using a numerical 

method for the finite horizon[0，T]deducing the dimen— 

sion． 

5．2 Update setup times 

The real—time setup times are carried out in practice 

and updated by using the optimal production rate gotten 

by Zq．(5．3)via iterative method ．The algorithm to 

update setup times is similar to that in Level 1
．  

6 Level 3- Pa】 loading 

Th e new hedging point policy is to check the hedging 

po int T and the system will produce another type of 

prod uct Pj as soon as T comes．Th e definition of hedg— 

ing point policy is different from that in[1]．T as the 

hedging po int is reasonable according to the analysis in 

Section 4．At T，the objective function J reaches its 

minimunl over horizon[0，T]．T is also the time when 

the next setup begins and part loading is carried out at 

Level 3，by which it is convenient to get setup times ． 

Since the hedging point policy is based on the optimal 

inventory，the time when one type of prod uct reaches its 

optimal inventory is definite．T is employed to judge 

whether the part loading can be carried out or not．This 

method  provides a particular welcome additional feature 

that the hedging po can be  gotten analytically，and 

can be  feasibly used in practice ． 

According to Eq．(4．5)，the terminate time is T= 

l二  at which山e。 
zi ‘ 

of prod ucing Pi is over．Th e type of product P is being 

produced until t= T．W hen the time T is reached ，the 

system is switched to produce the type of product P；． 

The optimization of the system is renewed ． 

7 Simulation 

Th e pe rformance of the hierarchical reced ing control 

po licy is shown with an example with the following 

specifications ：n=2，10=0．9．Th e demand rate is l=。2 

= 0．4and the initial conditions ale 1(0)=一2．0，x2(O) 

_o_吣 ∈ o，l}’( = n1er 

param eters ale shown  in Table 1．Figs．3，4 ale the 

simulation results．According to the results
， the setup 

times of producing the products Pl，P2 will reach a dy— 

namic balance after a finite horizon，which agrees with 

the fact based on the optimal inventory． Moreover， 

when z> r，as time goes by，T will be  in／mite，which 

also agrees with the fact．The later condition( >r)is 

not illustrated here ． 

Table 1 Parameters of the system 

暨 

setup times 

Fig．3 Production duration tendency of P1
，
P2 

n n 门 n f_1 n 

] n f-1 f-1 r]n 『 

Fig．4 The Gantt graph of receding scheduling 

8 Conclusions 

Hierarchical control po licy is presented based on the 

hierarchical flow control policy in[1]．But the hierar- 

chy is redefined ．In the paper，the setup，a controllable 

event，is treated in Le vel 1 as a typical event without 

considering the dynamic property of the system ．A new 

objective function is discussed in Level 1 and the solu— 
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tion of the problem is submitted．The hed ging point po l— 

icy based on the optimal inventory is carried out．At the 

lowest level，part loading is set up at the new hed ging 

point．By decomposition and simplification，the original 

problem is tumed into the problem on one dimension， 

which is computational an d tractable．And the po licy 

makes the control law more accurate and be cam ed out 

in time．Th e method of simpfificafion and definition of 

the new hed ging po int is reasonable and have strong印 一 

pfication background．Th e fault of the po licy is that the 

solution to this problem is not globally optimal but 

asymptotical optim a1． However， the receding control 

po licy Can decrease the drawback to some extent． 
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